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It's almost time for a difficult potions exam at the boarding
school for fairies. During the test, Amanda's friend Nelly
discovers by mistake how to turn yourself into a grumpy
troll. When she and her friends are captured by actual trolls,
Nelly's transformative abilities are what saves the girls as
they flee.

• Combines the successful themes of friendship, boarding
school and fairy world
• Strong identification figure: funny, genuine, self-confident
ABOUT THE SERIES
The series "Secret Fairy" is a unique combination of the
successful themes of friendship, boarding school and fairy
world. Amanda is taken in by the fairy boarding school
Rosentau. From that point on, she no longer lives only in the
human world, but also in the fairy world, where she
experiences exciting adventures. A complete adventure is
related in each volume, with lots of heart and humor.

CONTENT
An important and very difficult potions exam for the strict
teacher Rosamond Silvertears is coming up. Amanda's friend
Nelly just can't keep the ingredients straight. When the
potion is mixed incorrectly, it's a disaster - or the beginning
of an exciting adventure.
During the potions test, Nelly turns herself into a grouchy
troll for a short time. When she is captured by a horde of
grumpy trolls in the forest a while later, she has to depend
on her friends for help. They try to free her, but end up in
trouble themselves. Nelly, however, has learned the trick of
turning oneself into a troll and can fool the real trolls.
Together the four friends escape and return to school,
where Professor Silvertears transforms them back to their
original form.
THE AUTHOR
Thilo is a successful screenwriter and has a wide range of
German favorites to his credit. During the past few years, he
has increasingly gained recognition as a children's book
author and has been published by several well-known
publishing houses. Thilo currently lives in Mainz with his
wife and four children.
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THE ILLUSTRATOR
Franziska Harvey, who was born in 1968 in Frankfurt, spent
much of her childhood in Buenos Aires, Argentina. She
studied graphic design at the university in Wiesbaden with
concentrations in illustration and calligraphy, and has been
a freelance illustrator ever since. Franziska Harvey, who
loves to dance the Argentinian tango and get out into
nature in her free time, lives with her husband, three
children, dog and cat in Frankfurt.
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